INTERN ABOARD WITH ABSOLUTE INTERNSHIP

What: Internship Abroad

Where: Beijing, Hong Kong, Madrid, Shanghai

When: All year around
Absolute Internship

Absolute Internship matches talented university students and graduates with international work experiences in elite cities around the world. With over 50 university partnerships and over 500 host companies around the world, they help you stand out from the crowd, boost your confidence and step outside your comfort zone to immerse yourself in a new culture and gain important skills that employers are seeking. Their goal and mission is to inspire you to succeed through our programme by meeting like-minded ambitious, driven and international-minded students as well as influential industry experts and successful business leaders in world-class cities overseas.

When you are part of Absolute Internship and one of their programmes around the world, you’re surrounded by hundreds of other students finding inspiration to succeed and dream big. Today you can choose to explore life abroad and intern in Beijing, Barcelona, London, Madrid, Shanghai, Stockholm or Singapore.

Website: http://absoluteinternship.com/

Your role

Absolute Internship places students and graduates with internships around the world across all industry sectors – from finance internships to law internships with reputable law firms to exciting business start-ups. We have extensive networks across the creative industries as well.

Absolute Internship works with both leading local companies as well as top international companies around the world. They guarantee an internship for all admitted participants. However while they cannot guarantee very specific requests, we will do our best to match relevant experiences for participants strong enough to be accepted in our internship programmes.

Eligibility criteria

You must speak conversational English as this will be the main language used while on the internship.

Dates

Mostly summer but other dates are available.

How much?

Depends on the destination:

- 1 month in Shanghai would be £2,595.
- 1 month in Madrid would be £2,495.

The international internship programme includes guaranteed internship, housing, transportation to and from the internship, group dinners, career speaker seminars, cultural excursions and weekend activities as well as 24-hour on-site support.

Absolute Internship now generously offers a guaranteed discount of £100 and a priority access to University of Essex students.

Please have a look at their website for more details: http://absoluteinternship.com/dates-fees/
**Deadline**

Ongoing deadline until all places are filled.

**Ready to apply?**

Apply via directly via their website: [http://absoluteinternship.com/apply-now/](http://absoluteinternship.com/apply-now/)

**Want more info?**

Contact stpabroad@essex.ac.uk | 01206 872208 | Essex Abroad @ Square 2 www.essex.ac.uk/essexabroad